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HONDA HRH 536 HX
Lawnmower 

        

   

Product price:  

1.638,52 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

HONDA lawnmower HRH 536 HX 

HONDA HRH 536 HX petrol professional lawnmower with 53 cm cutting width equipped with Roto-
stop™. HONDA HRH 536 HX lawnmower is equipped with the unique Roto-Stop® function, which
allows you to stop the blade without turning off the engine, which is ideal if you have to drive
along a driveway or a section with gravel. Other standard features such as the high airflow bag
and double arm reinforcement (with handle attached to the cutting deck), it is not surprising that
their name is HONDA HRH Professional.
With its powerful ''Pro'' motors and heavy duty cutting plates, HONDA HRH 536 HX is ideal
choice for professional use.

Heavy-duty aluminium cutting plates
Thanks to their anti-corrosion properties, HONDA HRH 536 HX cast aluminium mower cutting
plates offer excellent performance in terms of power-to-weight ratio and durability.

Maximum control, minimum difficulty
The hydrostatic control gives you maximum precision and continuous, uniform speed control.

Roto-stop® blade stop system
Roto-stop® system allows you to stop the blades quickly and safely without switching off motor of
HONDA HRH 536 HX lawnmower. This feature is ideal if you want to empty the grass catcher
bag, remove debris or cross paths and driveways.

Professional engines with excellent performance
All HONDA HRH lawnmowers are equipped with Honda ''Pro'' GXV 160 engine. Professional
performance for a truly professional lawnmower.

Durable cast iron drive shaft
Thanks to the durable cast iron cylinder barrel and crankshaft with specially adapted bearings,
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HONDA HRH 536 HX lawnmower has a long service life.

Suitable for demanding work
Protected by a durable cast iron cutting deck and reinforced cutting deck handlebar, HONDA
HRH 536 HX is designed to adapt to the most demanding jobs.

Are you considering another kind of mower? Discover the whole range of lawnmowers to find the
machine that best suits your needs.

Images and technical data are not binding.

HONDA HRH 536 HX

  

Product features:  

Engine: Honda GCV160, OHC, 4-stroke
Engine rpm (rpm): 2800
Engine capacity (cm³): 163
Oil capacity (L): 0.65
Fuel tank capacity (L): 1.5
Acoustic power: 98 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1575
Width (mm): 574
Height (mm): 1020
Dry weight (Kg): 60.2
Self propelled: Yes
Cutter deck size (mm): 530
Grass bag capacity (Litres): 83
Lawn size suggested: Over 500 square meters
Driving speed (m/s): 0.8-1.4
Cutting Height Positions: 6
Grass collection time per 100 m² turf (min:sec): 07:22
Time for mulching grass for 100 m² turf (min:sec): 03:09
Cutting height (mm): 21-76
Traction type: Hydrostatic
Product type: Lawnmower
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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